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1. Introduction

1.1 Anatomy and knee joint function

The knee joint is classified as a modified hinge joint, with its structure providing a highly mobile and complex joint (fig.1). It consists of two condylar joints between the medial and lateral condyles of the femur and the corresponding plateaus of the tibia, and anteriorly a synovial plane patellofemoral joint. The articular surface of the knee is covered by Hyaline cartilage that is supported by subchondral bone. This Hyaline cartilage is very soft and yields its interstitial water easily when compressed yet it is very stiff in tension along planes parallel to the articular surface (Buckwalter and Mow, 2003). Intact cartilage provides a smooth, lubricated gliding surface with a coefficient of friction better than most man-made bearing materials (Buckwalter and Mow, 2003). In the knee articular cartilage distributes the loads of articulation, thereby minimizing peak stresses acting on the subchondral bone whilst the tensile strength of the tissue maintains its structural integrity under loading. These biomechanical properties make the tissue remarkably durable and wear resistant, enabling it to last many decades, even under high and repetitive stresses (Buckwalter and Mow, 2003).

Fig. 1. Structure of knee joint (www.arthroscopy.com)
Flexion and extension are the primary movements of the knee. When the knee is flexed a small amount of rotation can occur. The patella glides along the distal portion of the femur during movements of flexion to extension.

Semi-lunar shaped fibrocartilage discs, triangular in cross-section, form the menisci that are found between the tibia and femur. They deepen the articular surface, improve joint congruency and assist in shock absorption. The medial meniscus is attached to the joint capsule and the deep fibres of the medial collateral ligament. The lateral meniscus does not have these attachments, resulting in increased mobility (Marieb, 1992).

The intra-articular ligaments consist of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL). The ACL provides stability to anterior translation, and prevents the posterior displacement of the femur on the tibia. The PCL prevents anterior displacement of the femur on the tibia.

The main extra-articular ligaments comprise of the medial and lateral collateral ligament and provide side-to-side stability.

Stability of the knee joint is therefore provided by two menisci, intra and extra-capsular ligaments, and the dense muscular structures surrounding the joint. Injuries frequently occur to one or more of these stabilizing structures.

1.2 Structure of articular cartilage

Articular cartilage consists of various substances, each of which contribute to its overall integrity, durability, deformability and ability to repair itself (Hayes et al, 2001). From embryological life articular cartilage is derived from mesenchymal cells and develops at the future end of epiphyseal bone (Hayes et al, 2001). Cartilage is composed of a matrix of collagen surrounded by proteins and negatively charged proteoglycans (fig.2). The role of collagen is to serve as an anchor to the proteoglycan matrix protecting chondrocytes. Articular cartilage consists mainly of types II, IX, and XI collagen. Collagen helps to resist extrinsic forces during loading (Vigarita, 1999; cited by Hayes et al, 2001).

![Fig. 2. Spatial relations of collagen, proteoglycans and cells in cartilage (Kocheta and Toms, 2004)](image-url)
Cartilage has an organized layered structure that can be functionally and structurally divided into four zones (fig.3): Superficial zone, the middle (transitional) zone, the deep zone and a calcified cartilage zone. The superficial zone is the articulating surface that provides a smooth gliding surface and resists shear. This zone makes up approximately 10 to 20 percent of articular cartilage thickness. It has the highest collagen contents of the zones. The collagen fibrils in this zone are densely packed and have a highly ordered alignment parallel to the articular surface (Mow, 1989; cited by Pearle et al, 2005). This superficial zone has the lowest compressive modulus and will deform approximately 25 times more than the middle zone (Pearle et al, 2005).

The middle zone encompasses 40 to 60 percent of the articular cartilage volume. This zone has a higher compressive modulus than the superficial zone and a less organized arrangement of the collagen fibers. The deep zone makes up 30 percent of the cartilage, and consists of large diameter collagen fibril layers perpendicular to the articular surface. This layer has the highest compressive modulus. The tide mark separates the deep zone from the calcified cartilage, which rests directly on the subchondral bone. The calcified cartilage contains small cells in a chondral matrix speckled with apatitic salts (Mow, 1989; cited by Pearle et al, 2005).

Normal adult cartilage is composed of 75 percent water and 25 percent solids. The solids consist of collagen and proteoglycan, and a fluid phase composed of water and ions (Eichellberger, 1951; cited by Hayes et al, 2001).

![Articular cartilage zones (Buckwalter and Mow, 2003)](image)

1.3 Metabolism of articular cartilage
A high level of metabolism exists in articular cartilage. Historically, one of the factors that led to the impression that articular cartilage was inert was the early demonstration that,
although articular cartilage had a well-defined glycolytic system, oxygen use was considerably lower in articular cartilage than in other tissues. This difference subsequently was found to be related to the spares cell (sic) population rather than to a lack of metabolic activity per cell. Nevertheless, articular cartilage chondrocytes rely principally on the anaerobic pathway for energy production (Oegema and Thompson, 1989).

Chondrocytes synthesize and assemble the cartilaginous matrix components and direct their distribution within the tissue. These synthetic and assembly processes are complex. They involve synthesis of proteins; synthesis of glycosaminoglycan chains, and their addition to the appropriate cores; and secretion of the completed molecules into the extra-cellular matrix (Guilak et al, 1997).

Chondrocytes are responsible for the synthesis, assembly and sulfation of the proteoglycan molecule. However, in normal tissue, in repair and degradation processes proteoglycans of articular cartilage are continually being broken down and released from the cartilage. This activity is a normal event in the maintenance of the tissue and can occur at an accelerated rate. The rate of catabolism can be affected by soluble mediators and by various types of joint loading (Mankin et al, 2005b).

Collagen is much more stable than the proteoglycan components. However, the collagen network is subject to metabolism, and in osteoarthritic or injured cartilage the collagen turnover increases, but as yet little is known about the mechanism of collagen breakdown (Mankin et al, 2005b).

The source of nutrients for articular cartilage is somewhat of an enigma. Because the tissue is avascular in adult life most investigators believe that nutrients diffuse through the matrix, either from the surrounding synovial fluid or from underlying bone (Mankin et al, 2005b).

1.4 Biomechanics of articular cartilage
The articular cartilage of diarthrodial joints is subject to high loads applied statically and repetitively for many decades. Thus, the structural molecules, which include collagens and proteoglycans must be organized into a strong, fatigue-resistant and tough solid matrix capable of sustaining the high stresses and strains developed within the tissue (Soltz and Ateshian, 2000). The solid matrix is porous and permeable, and very soft. Water, 65 to 80 percent of the total weight of normal articular cartilage, resides in the microscopic pores. This water may be caused to flow through the porous-permeable solid matrix by a pressure gradient or by matrix compaction. The biomechanical properties of articular cartilage therefore are understood best when the tissue is viewed as biphasic material composed of a solid phase and a fluid phase (Soltz and Ateshian, 2000).

1.5 Local transmission of load
Although it is porous, the solid phase of the cartilage has low permeability due largely to a high frictional resistance to fluid flow. This causes a high interstitial fluid pressurization in the fluid phase, which contributes more then 90 percent of the load transmission function of cartilage (Soltz and Ateshian, 2000). The high pressurization of the fluid phase and the Low permeability of the solid phase establish both the stiffness and the visco-elastic properties of cartilage (Felson et al, 2000).
This hydraulic pressure provides a significant component of the load support of the cartilage, which protects and stress shields the solid phase of the matrix from much of the load burden (Pearle et al, 2005).

1.6 Mechanism of articular cartilage injury
Direct blunt trauma, indirect impact loading, or torsional loading of a joint can damage articular cartilage and the calcified cartilage-subchondral bone region without disrupting the surrounding soft tissue. Examples of direct blunt trauma to articular cartilage of the knee include a shoe kick, knees colliding in games such as football and rugby, and falling on a hard surface. Examples of indirect impact and torsional loading include a blow to a bone that forms the subchondral part of a joint, and severe twisting of a joint that is loaded (Williams and Wilkins, 1998).

1.7 Age related chondral lesions
Clinical experience suggests that there are age-related differences in the risk and patterns of articular surface injuries. High energy bone or joint trauma causes intra-articular osteochondral fractures in people of all age, but older people and people with more osteopenic bone tend to have more severely comminuted fractures (Buckwalter et al, 1993; Buckwalter and Lane, 1996). Chondral fractures associated with participation in sports generally occur in skeletally mature people, whilst osteochondral fractures associated with participation in sports typically occur in skeletally immature people or young adults. This difference may result from age-related changes in the mechanical properties of the articular surface, including the uncalcified cartilage, the calcified cartilage zone, and the subchondral bone (Buckwalter et al, 1993; Buckwalter and Lane, 1996). That is, age-related alteration in the articular cartilage matrix decreases the tensile stiffness and strength of the superficial zone, and the calcified cartilage zone. The subchondral bone region minimizes fully following completion of skeletal growth, presumably creating a marked difference in mechanical properties between the uncalcified cartilage and the calcified cartilage-subchondral bone region (Williams and Wilkins, 1998).

1.8 Response of articular cartilage to blunt impact
Articular cartilage can withstand single or multiple moderate and occasionally high impact loads. However, a number of studies have addressed the effects of either a single excessive high-impact force causing injury to the cartilage without a break in the surface, or repetitive below-trauma threshold loads causing an accumulation of damage to the cartilage by repeated application of the load. Both can lead to chondrocyte death, matrix damage, fissuring of surface, injury to underlying bone, and thickening of the tide mark region. At a certain threshold of impact loading, the cartilage may be sheared off the subchondral bone (Mankin et al, 2005).
Excessive impact or torsional joint loading causes three types of articular cartilage injury: chondral damage without visible tissue disruption; disruption of articular cartilage alone (chondral fractures and flaps); and disruption of articular cartilage and subchondral bone (osteochondral fractures) (Buckwalter et al, 1988). Intensity and rate of loading, muscle contractions that affect the transmission of force to the articular surface, age, and genetically determined differences in articular cartilage may influence the type of articular surface injury in a given individual (Buckwalter et al, 1988).
1.9 Healing of articular cartilage
More than a century ago articular cartilage was documented as lacking regenerative power; it had been observed that wounds in articular cartilage healed with fibrous tissue and fibrocartilage (Chen et al, 1999). As cartilage is avascular its reparative process differs significantly from the three-phase response of necrosis, inflammation and repair that occurs in vascularized tissue. Cartilage undergoes the initial phase of necrosis in response to injury, but there is less cell death, given its relative insensitivity to hypoxia (Chen et al, 1999). The second phase, inflammation, is largely absent as this response is primarily mediated by the vascular system. No fibrin clot or network is developed to act as a scaffold for the ingrowth of repair tissue, and no mediators or cytokines are released to stimulate cellular migration and proliferation. The third phase, repair, is also severely limited due to the lack of a preceding inflammatory response and recruitment of undifferentiated mesenchymal cells that normally proliferate and modulate the repair response. The burden of repair thus falls on the existing chondrocytes in a process termed intrinsic repair (Chen et al, 1999).

1.10 Role of chondrocytes in healing
Chondrocytes near the injured part may proliferate and form clusters or clones and synthesize new matrix, but the chondrocytes do not migrate into the lesion. The new matrix they produce remains in the immediate region of the chondrocytes, and their preoperative and synthetic activity fails to provide new tissue to repair the damage. This repair phase is initially brisk. It is, however, limited in scope and duration, disappearing within a matter of weeks (Mankin et al, 2005). Results from experimental studies of injuries limited to cartilage clearly demonstrate the inability of chondrocytes to repair cartilage defects. The results also show that limited experimental injuries to normal articular surfaces in normal synovial joints generally do not progress to full thickness loss of cartilage (Mankin et al, 2005).

1.11 Incidence of articular cartilage injuries
The incidence of articular cartilage injuries to the knee, determined arthroscopically, has been most frequently reported as part of a large series of assessment for haemarthrosis. Noyes et al (1980) reported a 20 percent incidence, Gillquist et al (1977) a 10 percent occurrence, and DeHaven (1980) a 6 percent incidence of chondral or osteochondral injuries. In a review of 1,000 knee arthroscopies Hjelle et al (2002) reported chondral or osteochondral occurrence in 61 percent of the patients, but focal chondral or osteochondral defects were found in 19 percent of the patients. With the increasing age of the patients the incidence of articular cartilage injury increased. Characteristic injury depth patterns have been found to be associated with the degree of skeletal maturity (Hopkinson et al, 1985 and Johnson-Nurse et al, 1985; cited by Speer et al, 1991). In children and adolescents osteochondral fractures are more frequent than full-thickness or partial-thickness chondral injuries. It has been suggested that the bond between articular cartilage and subchondral bone is stronger than the bone itself. With increasing age and skeletal maturity the basal layers of articular cartilage become calcified and the tide mark develops. This provides a plan of weakness through which separation may occur. Full thickness chondral lesions are most frequently seen in patients in their 30s. Beyond this age the plane of weakness moves...
further from the subchondral bone into more superficial cartilage, with subsequent increasing incidence of partial thickness chondral injuries (Johnson-Nurse et al, 1985; cited by Speer et al, 1991). In a multicent ral study conducted in the USA, between 1991 and 1995, Walton found the prevalence of chondral injuries in 31,516 knee arthroscopies to be 19,827 (63 %). A total of 53,569 hyaline cartilage lesions were found during these 19,827 arthroscopies, an average of 2.7 lesions per knee. The average age of the patient with lesions was 43 years. More male than female patients had lesions (61.6 and 38.4 percent, respectively). The lesions consisted of osteochondritis dissecans (0.7 %), articular fractures (1.3 %), grade I lesions (9.7 %), grade II lesions (28.1 %), grade III lesions (41.0 %), and grade IV lesions (19.2 %). Grade III lesions were the most common in patients over 30 years of age. The most common locations for grade III lesions were patella and medial femoral condyle. The medial femoral condyle was the most common location for single grade IV lesions. The patella and lateral femoral condyle were the next two most common sites (Walton et al, 1997).

1.12 Grading of articular cartilage lesions

Although there are several different classification systems for the description of articular cartilage damage, each has certain limitations and deficiencies that can lead to confusion (Noyes and Stabler, 1989). Some systems combine the surface appearance of the articular cartilage lesion and the depth of involvement under a single description category, and then make no distinction as to the depth of involvement (Noyes and Stabler, 1989). According to the Outerbridge classification Grade II and III are identical in appearance (fragmentation and fissuring). The classification does not specify the extent of involvement from surface to bone in either stage. Rather, the distinction between the grades is based on the diameter of involvement (Noyes and Stabler, 1989). In the classification system of Bentley there is no category reserved for lesions with an intact surface. Furthermore, grades I, II and III all described as fibrillation or fissuring, and the distinction between grades is based on the area of damage (Noyes and Stabler, 1989). Ficet and Hangerford distinguished between closed (grade I) and open (grade II) lesions, but do not separate lesions within each category according to severity. Grade I describes varying degrees of softening from simple to pitting oedema. Grade II distinguishes between fissures and ulcerations, but either can be superficial and localized or can extend to subchondral bone (Noyes and Stabler, 1989). The classification systems of Casscells and Insall both describe lesions that become more extensive as one moves from grade I to grade IV. Cassell’s system makes no allowance for a lesion without surface changes (Noyes and Stabler, 1989). Insall’s system is problematic because the specification for grade II (Fissuring) and grade III (fibrillation) are somewhat qualitative and may or may not be applied similarly by observers (Noyes and Stabler, 1989). Although according to Noyes and Stabler (1989) Goodfellow differentiates between surface degeneration and basilar degeneration, the terms fasciculation I, blister, and fasciculation II, under the general category of basilar degeneration, can cause some confusion. Most other authors seem to use the term fasciculation when referring to disruption of an intact surface (Noyes and Stabler, 1989).

1.12.1 Outerbridge classification

The Outerbridge classification system (Outerbridge, 1961) was originally designed to classify chondromalacia patellae. Over the years it has been extrapolated for use in
classifying chondral lesions throughout the body (Noyes et al, 1977). The accuracy and reproducibility of this classification system was addressed by Cameron et al, (2003) when they determined the intraobserver reliability, interobserver reproducibility and the accuracy of the system for grading chondral lesions in knees viewed arthroscopically. They compared the results obtained by using the system with observations at arthrotomy of six cadaveric donors. The accuracy rate ranged from 22 to 100 percent, with lower grade lesions diagnosed with less accuracy than higher-grade lesions (Cameron et al, 2003). The Outerbridge grading system is given in table 1 and figure 4.

1.12.2 International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) classification
This system classifies Hyaline cartilage lesion after debridement of loose bodies, and defines a lesion as a superficial, partial thickness, or full thickness defect (Brittberg and Winalski, 2003). The ICRS classification system focuses on the lesion depth (graded 0 to 4) and the area of damage (graded from normal to severely abnormal with use of the IKDC system) (www.cartilage.org).

Figure 5 shows the ICRS system. This classifies macroscopically normal cartilage without a notable defect as ICRS 0. If the cartilage has an intact surface but fibrillation and/or slight softening is present, it is classified as ICRS 1a, and if additional superficial lacerations and fissures are found, it is classified as ICRS 1b (nearly normal). Defects that extend deeper but involve less than 50 percent of the cartilage thickness are classified as ICRS 2 (abnormal). Lesions that extend to more than 50 percent of the cartilage thickness are classified as ICRS 3 (severely abnormal). However, there are four subgroups of this grade: 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d depending on the involvement of a calcified layer. Joint trauma may create cartilage defect that extend into the subchondral bone. These full thickness osteochondral injuries are classified as ICRS 4 (severely abnormal). Excluded from this grade are defects that are classified as osteochondritis dissecans (OCD), which have a classification system of their own (Brittberg and Winalski, 2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Surface description</th>
<th>Lesion diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Softening and swelling</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Fragmentation and fissuring</td>
<td>Less than half inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Fragmentation and fissuring</td>
<td>More than half inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Exposed subchondral bone</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Outerbridge grading system
Fig. 4. Outerbridge system for grading chondral defects (Kocheta and Tomes, 2004)
ICRS Grade 0 - Normal

ICRS Grade 1 - Nearly Normal
Superficial lesions. Soft indentation (A) and/or superficial fissures and cracks (B)

ICRS Grade 2 - Abnormal
Lesions extending down to ~50% of cartilage depth

ICRS Grade 3 - Severely Abnormal
Cartilage defects extending down >50% of cartilage depth (A) as well as down to calcified layer (B) and down to but not through the subchondral bone (C). Blisters are included in this Grade (D)

ICRS Grade 4 - Severely Abnormal

Fig. 5. ICRS classification (www.cartilage.org)
2. Diagnosis of articular surface damage

The clinical diagnosis of a chondral injury by history and physical examination can be difficult, and may be a source of confusion (Speer et al, 1991). The initial symptoms of this injury are often obscure, and the immediate disability may be slight. The symptoms are very suggestive of a torn meniscus because of catching, locking, and giving way of the knee (Gilley, 1981; cited by Speer et al, 1991). An accurate diagnosis of traumatic articular cartilage injury is essential as individuals with these lesions have a poor prognosis for rapid recovery. Their mean rehabilitation time is almost triple that of a routine knee meniscal injury (Speer et al, 1991).

2.1 Conventional radiographic technique

Conventional radiographic techniques have proved to be of limited value in the imaging of articular cartilage as such techniques only allows the indirect assessment of cartilage (Lund, 1980; cited by Recht et al, 1993). Plain radiographs, in general, significantly underestimate the extent of cartilage damage (Blackburn et al, 1994). However, plain X-ray may reveal osteochondral lesions, including osteochondritis dissecans and loose bodies (Morelli et al, 2002). Scintigraphy and computerized tomographic evaluations are limited because of their lack of sensitivity and requirement for ionizing radiation (Blackburn et al, 1994). Computed tomography combined with arthrography improves both the visualization of cartilage and the detection of abnormalities, but this method is relatively insensitive in the delineation of small cartilage lesions (Handelberg et al, 1990). Bone scans may indicate osteochondral injuries, but is not specific and does not necessarily indicate pure chondral lesions or their size (Morelli, et al. 2002).

2.2 Arthroscopy

The most accurate diagnostic modality for traumatic knee articular cartilage injury is arthroscopy (DeHaven, 1980). However, even with this “Gold Standard” modality the posterior tibial and femoral lesions can be difficult to identify and may be missed (Terry, 1988; cited by Speer 1991). Although arthroscopy treatment can be performed on a chondral fracture discovered unexpectedly, it would be advantageous to know before arthroscopy whether a chondral injury is present. The surgeon then could advise the patient before surgery about treatment options and expected outcome, and decide on the type and timing of surgery (Rubin, 1998).

2.3 Magnetic resonance imaging

The MR imaging appearance of chondral fractures is analogous to their arthroscopic appearance (Rubin et al, 1997). Chondral separations manifest as a defect in the articular surface extending down to the subchondral plate, with vertically oriented walls and sharp demarcation from the surrounding cartilage. When a flap is present a fragment will be seen, attached on one side (Rubin et al, 1997). Lesion conspicuity can be increased by performing MR arthrography, especially if the patient is examined some time after the acute insult (Rubin, 1998). The presence of a joint effusion could alleviate the need for iatrogenic introduction of intra-articular contrast agents. The theory is that this would offer an
“arthrogram” effect, and allow indirect visualization of chondral lesions as well (Beltran, 1980; Spritzer 1988; cited by Speer 1991).

In a comparison study between MR and anatomic section Hodler et al (1992) concluded that standard MRI does not consistently allow detection of focal articular cartilage defects. Commonly used MRI sequences are not reliable enough to be effective in the diagnostic evaluation of degenerative changes of articular cartilage.

2.4 Can MRI replace arthroscopy in diagnosis?
The role of MRI for the diagnosis of chondral lesions of the knee joint is still unclear, and the sensitivity of the method ranges from 15 to 96 percent (Friemert et al, 2003). In a prospective study by Friemert et al (2003) of how MRI can replace arthroscopy in the routine diagnosis of cartilage damage, they found that the MRI cartilage specific sequences have a sensitivity of 33 percent and specificity of 99 percent and positive and negative prediction values of 75 and 98 percent respectively. With gadolinium enhanced MRI the sensitivity was 53 percent and the specificity was 98 percent. The positive prediction value was 48 percent and the negative prediction value was 98 percent. They concluded that the MRI examination techniques recommended in the literature are not able to replace arthroscopy for the diagnosis of cartilage damage of the knee joint, and in view of the high specificity (97 to 98 %) MRI is suitable for identifying cartilage lesions. In view of the low sensitivity of MRI to cartilage injury, a cautious attitude towards an operative cartilage treatment is justified. Because that MRI can not replace arthroscopy for the diagnosis of cartilage damage and so arthroscopy still has to be seen as the method of choice for the evaluation of cartilage damage (Friemert et al, 2003).

2.5 Best MRI sequences to visualize articular cartilage
Currently the most widely used techniques for articular cartilage imagining by MR are fat suppressed proton-density weighted fast spin-echo sequences, and fat suppressed spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR) sequences (Kornaat et al, 2005). SPGR sequences are often chosen for cartilage volume and thickness estimation because the 3D acquisition, along with higher intensity cartilage signal, provides robust visualization of cartilage and detection of cartilage pathology. However, new MR imaging pulse sequences, specifically steady-state free precession (SSFP), have recently attracted attention for their optimal visualization of cartilage. The new sequences give greater cartilage intensity, increased cartilage and contrast-to-noise ratio and reduced imaging time than conventional pulse sequences (Kornaat et al, 2005).

2.6 Comparison between 3-D SPGR and conventional MR imaging
Fat suppressed 3-D spoiled gradient recalled acquisition in the steady state (SPGR) MRI technique was compared with 2-D SPGR images and conventional T1 and T2 weighted spin-echo and multiplanar by Disler et al (1994). They studied ten healthy volunteers and concluded that fat-suppressed 3-D SPGR imagining is an improvement over fat-suppressed spin-echo imagining because the fluid signal is diminished relative to cartilage. As the sequence essentially suppresses all stationary tissue, it is not useful in evaluating the fibrocartilage, ligaments or soft tissues of the knee. However the technique shows cartilage as an object of high signal intensity relative to adjacent tissues, giving the technique great potential for evaluating this structure.
2.7 Advantages of 3-D SPGR

Fat-suppressed 3-D SPGR imaging has several advantages over conventional sequences. It generates positive contrast between cartilage and adjustment structures, making joint infusion unnecessary to show the cartilage margin (Kornaat et al., 2005).

Fat-suppression maximizes the contrast between cartilage and adjacent marrow, an improvement over T2-weighted spin-echo imagining, and minimizes chemical-shift artifact. Three-dimensional acquisition can generate very thin slices without loss of information. In summary, fat-suppressed 3-D SPGR imaging of the knee provides a striking positive contrast between hyaline cartilage and adjacent structures, and may improve the accuracy of MR diagnosis of hyaline cartilage abnormalities (Disler et al., 1994).

The sensitivity of fat-suppressed 3-D SPGR imaging was compared with that of standard MR imaging for detecting hyaline cartilage defects of the knee, using arthroscopy as the standard of reference. Disler et al (1994) assessed 114 consecutive patients for hyaline cartilage defects of the knee with both standard MR imaging sequences and a sagittal fat-suppressed 3-D SPGR sequences. Forty eight patients with meniscal or ligament injury or persistent symptoms underwent subsequent arthroscopy. The standard MR and SPGR images of these 48 patients were then retrospectively analyzed for articular defects in a blinded fashion by two independent observers. Sensitivity, specificity, and intra-observer and inter-observer agreement were determined for the different imaging techniques. A quarter of the patients who went on to arthroscopy were found to have isolated hyaline cartilage lesions. The SPGR imaging sequences had a significantly higher sensitivity than the standard MR imaging sequences for detecting hyaline cartilage defects (75 to 85 % and 29 to 38 % respectively, p < 0.001, for each component). Significant differences in sensitivity were found for each surface except the trochlear and lateral tibial surfaces. No difference in specificity were found (97 % and 97 % respectively, p > 0.99). Combined evaluation of standard MR and SPGR images gave no added diagnostic advantage (sensitivity 86 %; specificity 97 %; p > 0.42). Except for the lateral tibial surface, reproducibility among readings and between readers was excellent. The conclusion from the study was that fat-suppressed 3-D SPGR imaging is more sensitive than standard MR imaging for the detection of hyaline cartilage defects of the knee (Disler et al., 1996). In day-to-day practice a routine clinical MRI scan has low sensitivity in diagnosing chondral damage when compared with arthroscopic findings (Bobic, 2005).

Levy et al (1996) reported that preoperative MRI scans correctly identified 21 percent of the chondral lesions seen at arthroscopic examination. However, since 1996 the new awareness of the significance of chondral problems, due to extensive laboratory and clinical research, and various attempts to repair hyaline articular surface, has resulted in an increased interest in magnetic resonance imaging as a diagnostic and evaluation tool (Bobic, 2005).

Development of refined MRI techniques and recent advantages in MRI technology appear to be very promising. Magnetic resonance imaging has the potential to replace the more conventional invasive techniques, like arthroscopy and biopsy, in the evaluation of articular cartilage damage and repair (Bobic, 2005).

2.8 Significant of focal subchondral oedema

Rubin et al (2000) retrospectively reviewed the MR studies of 18 knees with arthroscopically proven acute articular cartilage defects, noting the associated subchondral oedema.
Subchondral oedema was defined as the focal region of high signal intensity in the bone immediately underlying an articular surface defect on a T2 weighted or short inversion time inversion recovery (STIR) images. In their study the subchondral oedema was found to be associated with chondral surface defects in 83 % (Observer 1) and 72 % (observer 2) of subjects. Focal subchondral oedema is commonly visible on MR images of treatable, traumatic chondral lesions in the knee. This MR finding may prove to be an important clue to assist in the detection of these traumatic chondral defects (Rubin et al, 2000). They postulate three possible mechanisms for the generation of this marrow oedema: the injury to the subchondral bone can (1) precede the articular cartilage injury, (2) occur at the same time as the cartilage injury, or (3) follow the cartilage injury. Support for the first possibility comes from animal studies of experimentally created chondral injuries that show injury to the overlying cartilage by several weeks (Radin et al, 1973 and 1984; cited by Rubin et al, 2000). Marrow oedema shown on MR images is thought to reflect the initial injury to the overlying cartilage by several weeks (Thompson et al, 1993; cited by Rubin et al, 2000). The support for the second possibility is that the initial force responsible for the cartilage fracture produces a transient depression of the articular surface that is transmitted to the subchondral plate. In this instance, the subchondral marrow oedema would represent a direct contusion, or true bone “bruise”. The support for the third hypothesis is that the initial insult produces a cartilage defect large enough to expose the underlying bone to direct compression against the opposing articular surface once joint loading recommences (Minas et al, 1997; cited by Rubin et al, 2000). Characteristic subchondral oedema revealed on fat-suppressed STIR images may alert the radiologist to the presence of a defect in the overlying chondral surface that otherwise may have been overlooked (Rubin et al, 2000).

3. Treatment of articular surface lesions

Articular cartilage injuries are notorious for their inability to produce a healing response. The management of symptomatic lesions must take into consideration several patient factors before initiating a long-term treatment plan. Most, if not all, patients should have a trial of nonoperative measures in an attempt to alleviate symptoms (Morelli et al, 2002). Patients’ not responding to treatment should be considered for surgical management (Morelli et al, 2002). Although a rapid development of diagnostic and therapeutic methods of articular cartilage lesions has been made, a problem of choosing the best treatment still persists. Isolated, particularly symptomatic, deep chondral lesions seem to be problematic (Widuchowski et al, 2007). Experimental studies have shown that variations in the treatment of articular cartilage lesions can restore some form of cartilaginous articular surface, but formation or transplantation of cartilaginous tissue in an animal model does not prove that a given method has the potential to relieve joint symptoms, or improve joint function in humans (Buckwalter, 1999). The effort to restore cartilaginous articular surfaces has now reached the point where investigators should evaluate the results of experimental methods to restore cartilaginous articular surfaces, and identify the most promising approaches to the solution of clinical problems (Buckwalter, 1999). Important issues concerning the experimental models include the types of articular surface defects studied, the age of the animal, and differences in articular cartilage among species. Important considerations in assessing the outcome of procedures designed to restore an articular surface include the overall function.
of the animal or patient, the function of the joint, the structure of the joint, and the structure, composition and mechanical properties of the new tissue (Buckwalter, 1999). This approach to evaluating methods of restoring a cartilaginous articular surface assumes that the goal of any of these methods is to provide sustained improved joint function, and decrease joint symptoms in people with traumatic or degenerative joint damage. Tissues that differ from normal articular cartilage may achieve this goal (Buckwalter, 1999).

There are several choices for the treatment of articular cartilage defects. For the last few years new techniques that aim to reestablish hyaline cartilage have been introduced. They include the use of cultured cells, bone mesenchymal stem cells, as well as tissue engineering (Morcacci et al, 2002). On the other hand, there are papers suggesting that minimum invasive, simple method, or even willful negligence of a surgical treatment, might also be effective in achieving good function of the joint (Morcacci et al, 2002). Messner and Maletius (1996) showed that without treatment 22 of the 28 patients had good to excellent function 14 years after surgery. Another study, Shelbourne et al (2003), showed that at ten years follow-up there was no significant difference between the outcomes of patients with ACL-associated untreated cartilage injury and patients with no cartilage injury. It is suggested that in certain conditions conservative treatment of cartilage defects should be also considered (Aroen et al, 1998). During the last decade, novel surgical techniques have been introduced and the mid-to long-term functional results of those procedures are awaited (Morelli et al, 2002).

3.1 Objectives of treatment
The main objective of any treatment regimen is pain modulation, with secondary objective consisting of the restoration of joint function. Non-operative treatment attempts to achieve these goals, yet long-term follow-up reveal decreased objective knee function scores whilst patients’ subjective scores remain favorable (Messner and Maletius, 1996).

3.2 Indications of operative treatment
Operative management should be considered for patients who present with symptomatic partial thickness or deep chondral lesions, and for patients with intact osteochondral fragments, as commonly encountered in the skeletally immature and young adult. In the decision-making process of any treatment option, several factors must be taken into consideration, including defect size and location, acuteness of injury, age, desired activity level, alignment, arthritis, joint stability, and severity of symptoms (Minas, 2000).

3.3 Nonoperative treatment
3.3.1 Physiotherapy
The goal of physiotherapy is to reduce swelling and maintain or improve knee function by focusing on quadriceps and hamstring strengthening. It may prove beneficial in the prevention and treatment of associated morbid conditions such as joint stiffness and patellofemoral symptoms subsequent to surgery or injury (Morelli et al, 2002).

3.3.2 Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)
NSAIDs act by inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis and thereby function as modulators of pain and inflammation. Earlier works suggest that some NSAIDs may actually promote cartilage degeneration and progression to arthritis by its inhibitory action on proteoglycan synthesis (Brandt, 1991).
3.3.3 Intraarticular viscosupplementation and oral supplements

Some preliminary studies suggest that hyaluronic acid, glucosamine, and chondroitin sulfate may have beneficial effects on articular cartilage. Hyaluronan appears to have two effects in the short-term: pain modulation and improved clinical function in early arthritis, and a reduction in the size of the chondral lesions (Evanich et al, 2001; Rolf et al, 2005). Similar results have been reported in trials using glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate, and manganese ascorbate. Glucosamine appears to exert its action by stimulating glycosaminoglycan synthesis, whereas chondroitin sulfate and manganese ascorbate inhibit protease activity thereby delaying progression of cartilage degeneration (Lippiello et al, 2000). However, before definitive conclusion can be drawn with respect to these substances, large-scale randomized controlled trials are warranted.

4. Reference


Modern Arthroscopy will assist practitioners to stay current in the rapidly changing field of arthroscopic surgery. The chapters in this book were written by a panel of international experts in the various disciplines of arthroscopy. The goals of this text are to present the classical techniques and teachings in the fields of Orthopaedics and Dentistry, but also to include new, cutting-edge applications of arthroscopy, such as temporomandibular arthroscopy and extra-articular arthroscopy of the knee, just to name a few. We hope Modern Arthroscopy becomes a core reference for your arthroscopic surgery practice.
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